increase workload.
At some point, the number of launchers would exceed what the platoon leader could adequiatly control, he would fall behind "in complvt'ing hi tasks, and the performance ot the plateal would suffer.
To address the Issue of plottoon leader span of cOntvxl, i Field Unit ,-.
• developed a comptiter-bast~d simulation model that can be used to predict thu platoon leader's ability to koup up wiih his work. The simulation model consists of two components.
The first component is a task library, the second a computer program that operateus upon th. data Contained in the library.
This report describes the development of the simulation model, some lindings generated when we ian the model to estimate the span of control for CSWS platoon leaders, and the uses to which the model could he put by system develop-rs.
L All'
• 1% (ARI) developed a method for estimating how many launchers a Corps. Support Weapon System (CSWS) platoon leader will be able to control.
To address the issue of platoon leader span of control, the Field Unit developed a computer-based simulation model that predicts platoon leader purformance under various levels of task load.
This report descrlbea the development of the simulation model, some findings generated by the model when it was used to estimate the span of control for CSWS platoon leaders, and the uses to which the model coald be put by system developers.
The research was conducted as part of au effort to devw..lop tools for the analysis of new weapon systems. In 1982, the Fort Sill Field Unit of the Army Research Institute (ARI) developed a method for estimating how many launchers a Corps Support Weapon System (CSWS) platoon leader will be able to control.
The Director of the CSWS Special Task Force was concerned with the tradeoff between number of launchers controlled and platoon leader workload.
To consezve resources, it would be desirable to have each platoon leader control many launchers. Increasing the number of launchers controlled, however, would also increase workload.
At some point, the number of launchers would exceed what the platoon leader could adequately control, he would fall behind in completing his tasks, and the performance of the platoon would suffer.
No direct empirical data could be obtained since the CSWS was still at the concept development phase, and an alternative source of data was required.
Procedure:
A computer-based simulation model was developed to address the tradeoff between number of launchers controlled and platoon leader workload. The
2•
computer-based model consists of two components: (a) a task library and (b) a computer program that operates upon the data contained in the library. The task library consists of a list of tasks along with information about each task: (a) its priority level; (b) the typical time interval between successive requirements to perform the task during combat of low, moderate, and high intensity; and (c) the typical time required to perform the task given the number of launchers being controlled.
The computer program operates upon the information contained in the task library to generate predictions of platoon leader performance.
The indicators of performance generated by the model are all concerned in one way or another with how well the platoon leader is able to keen up with the tasks he is required to perform. The model was used in a simulation experiment to evaluate the effects of platoon size and level of combat intensity on CSWS platoon leader performance.
Findings:
Three launchers would be a reasonable number for a CSWS platoon leader to control; the number should not ccced four.
The results of the simulation experiment Llso suggest that the model could be useful as a tool during the development of CSWS and other systems.
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Utilization of Findings:
The simulation model is intended to be a tool to supplement the judgment of system developers by providing necessary but difficult to obtain inf or--mation. The simulation model makes the user of the model aware of how task performance will be affected by what the platoon leader is asked to do and the conditions he is subjected to as he performs the tasks. The model users will need to be aware of factors that cannot be addressed by the simulation model, and to consider those factors in making decisions that affect platoon leader workload.
The model presented here could be used to simulate the performance of a wide range of supervisors. It; si isitik
Doctrine Cowupnd (TRADOC) System Manager's Office for MLRS provided a d-'aft 1ield manual and a draft of the MLUS system organization, tactics, and techniquos (SOTT) concept for OT-III so that we could identify the tasks to be performod by an MLRS platoon leader.
As we developed a task list, the tasks seemed to fall into two categories.
It one category were tasks with clearly identifiable start and atop point*, for examp]e, performing a ground reconnaissance.
In the sec nd category were continually recurring tasks, for example, maintaining a situation mea).
Although one could ascertain at any given time whether a platoon l.adur is engaged in maintaining a situation map, this task is never really completed; it is performed, off and on, so long as combat continues.
Attar the task list had been developed, it was verified as being completv by four subject matter experts from the TRADOC System Manager's (TSM's) tItIce. information about these tasks was then developed through group dleussmiotts with the four subject matter experts.
For all tasks, subject mstatt experts rated level of priority on a 5-point scale, with 5 being tle highetL priority.
The subject matter experts also indicated for all tasks Lite relationship between task performance and number of launchers Iii a platoon (i.e., adding one launcher increases the time required to IPI1 rlr a task by 5 minutes).
For taska with clear start and stop points, the subject matter experts tuailied a consensus response on two additional questions.
The first questlu-n asked abuut Lhe frequency with which each task would be performed ,h,, ig combat of low, moderate, and high intensity. As expected, the sub-•ett matter experts indicated that many tasks would be performed more fiequetil.y with increasing intenuity of combat.
They predicted, for OxAm1l., that the platoon would average zero moves a day during combat of low littotiilty, three during combat of moderate intensity, and six during tombat o)f high intensity.
The second question asked the subject matter lip"wt1 to predict the average time required to perform the tasks. Fcr tasks that recur continually, the subject matter experts followed a slightly dir frsntit ptocddure.
They identified a, appropriate unit of time, such as a, Iiuut ot a day, and thea reached a cousensus on what amount of that time ite ieuzriuig toask would require during combat of low, moderate, and high lif teal•| y.
.t, enit iwtte h iw many lourchers a platoon leader can adequately control, It 1t, ii.1 4suitIioat simply to know for each task the typical time interval at o'v.c'i mmueia ve riequirements to perform the task and the typical amount ,11 Itet uie0ded to perform it.
One must also take into account random v.atsil 14m.
by ciacice, the time interval between successive requirements ti. poit•em a parttchulr task will sometimes be short and sometimes long; iiy sha,•awo, a platuoni leader will sometimes perform a task rapidly and am,,'t imp" I,1,wly.
It was to deal with the complexities created by random variation that we developed the computer program.
The program simulates two sets of events. The first set of events simulated represents the task environment k "7imposed on the platoon leader. In combat, each task for which a platoon leader is responsible will have to be performed repeatedly across time. For example, the platoon will have to move to a new location from time to time, and with each move the platoon leader will perform certain tasks. The computer program simulates this environment by scheduling task requirements at specific points in simulated time. Scheduling is based on the assumption that the variation around the typical time interval between successive requirements to perform each kind of task will follow the exponential probability distribution.2
The second set of events simulated represents the platoon leader's response to his task environment.
In our simulation, when a requirement to perform a task occurs, either of two things can happen depending upon "whether the platoon leader is free or busy. If the simulated platoon leader is free when the requirement occurs, he begins to work on the task immediately; that is, the simulation program uses the typical time required to perform the task to schedule the point in time at which the task will be completed.
Scheduling is based on the assumption that variation around the typical Lime required to perform the task will follow the exponential "probability distribution, the same distribution used in scheduling the time interval between tasks. Once the simulated platoon leader starts a task, he must complete it before beginning another.
If the platoon leader is busy when the requirement to perform a task occurs, the task is filed in the platoon leader's queue according to priority. Whenever the platoon leader completes a task, he checks his queue.
If tasks are waiting, he begins to work on the task with the highest priority (and if two tasks have equal priority, on the one that has been in the queue longer); that is, the simulation program schedules the point in time at which the task will be completed.
If the platoon leader finds no task in the queue, he remains idle until the next requirement to perform a task occurs.
3 , 4
Capabilities of the Simulation Model
In Table 1 . are listed three variables that the computer program can accept as input and four variables that iý can produce as output. Each input variable is manipulated via the task library. Platoon leader task libraries for one, tvx, tre fo, and five launcher platoons are shown in Appendix A. rhe library data entries are explained in the introductory miterial preceding the task libraries.
The variables output by the computer program are statistical indicators of platoon leader performance. They can be calculated for any period of time simulated--for an hour, a day, or a week. The statistics 
USE OF THE SIMULATION MODEL BY A SYSTEM DEVELOPER
The computer model was used in a simulation experiment to evaluate the effects on platoon leader performance of two input variables:
(a) number of missile launchers controlled and (b) level of combat intensity. The simulation experiment provides a context for discussing the use of the simulation model as a decision aid and is briefly described here.
CSWS Simulation Experiment
To manipulate number of launchers controlled, separate task libraries were developed for one, two, three, four, and five launcher platoons (see Appendix A).
Performance with each platoon size was assessed under two levels of combat intensity: moderate and high. The entries shown in the task libraries reflect the expectation that many individual tasks will take longer to perform as the number of launchers increases.
The entries also reflect the expectation that many activities will be performed more frequently with increasing combat intensity, regardless of number of launchers controlled.
For each combination of number of launchers by level of combat intensity, thirty 12-hour periods were simulated.
The relatively large sample was needed because of the probabalistic nature of the model; for any one combination of platoon size and combat intensity, considerable variation 5 in platoon leader performance occurred from one 12-hour period to the next.
Some results from the simulation experiment are shown in Table 2 and  in Figures 1 and 2.  Table 2 displays the mean number of tasks in the platoon leader's queue from hour 1 through hour 12 of simulated time for each combination of platoon size and level of combat intensity. Difficulty in keeping up with tasks is indicated by the increase over time in the number of tasks in the queue; greater difficulty is indicated by more rapid increases. Figure 1 shows graphically the results for each of the platoon sizes during combat ot moderate intensity. w4ith platoons of one or two launchers, the size of the latoon leader's queue grows gradually over the 12-hour period, reaching an average size of about three tasks in hour 12.
With platoons of three or four launchers, the queue grows slightly more rapidly, reaching an average size of about six and one-half tasks in hour 12. With a platoon of five launchers, the queue grows still more rapidly, reaching an average size of nearly 12 tasks in hour 12.
.n.0 Figure 1 . In combat of high intensity, the task queue grows fairly rapidly across the 12-hour period even for a platoon with only one launcher, reaching an average size of 9.81 tasks in hour 12.
With platoons of four or five launchers, however, the queue grows much more rapidly, reaching an average size of about 20 tasks in hour 12.
Performance with platoons of two or three launchers is at an intermediate level. 6 Use of the Simulation Model A system developer looking at the results shown in Table 2 and in Figures 1 and 2 might form the hypothesis that a CSWS platoon leader will generally have a heavy workload. Even when controlling only one or two launchers in combat of moderate intensity, the simulated platoon leader had some difficulty keeping up with his work. A system developer might also form the hypothesis that level of combat intensity will more powerfully influence platoon leader workload than will the number of launchers.
Given that the platoon leader's workload appears to be heavy, particularly during high intensity combat, a system developer might want to see what would happen if some of the platoon leader's tasks were delegated to others. This could be done simply by removing the delegated tasks from the task library and running the simulation program with the revised library. The system developer might also think that the platoon leader could perform sope individual tasks more rapidly if he were given some new tools with which to perform those tasks. To see how this would affect platoon leader performance, the task library entries for the time required to complete the individual tasks would be changed.
A point that we want to emphasize is that the simulation model is intended not to replace the judgment of the system developer, but only to supplement that judgment by providing information that, without the model, could be generated only with great difficulty (see Keen, 1980) . In this vein, our simulation model does not prescribe a definitive number of launchers that a platoon leader should control. Instead, it makes the user of the model aware of how task performance will be affected by what the platoon leader is asked to do and the conditions he is subjected to as he performs the tasks. The system developer will be aware of factors that cannot be addressed by the simulation model, and he or she will need to consider these factors also in making decisions that affect platoon leader workload.
In the case of estimating span of control for CSWS platoon leaders, we concluded from our simulation results that three launchers would be a reasonable number for a platoon leader to control and that the number of launchers controlled should not exceed four. The CSWS Task Force Director indicated that our data and conclusions were consistent with a set of data from another source and of a different nature. The Director found it encouraging that the independent data sets seemed to suggest similar conclusions about platoon leader span of control.
.I SUMMARY
This report describes a computer model that simulates platoon leader
performance under different levels of task load. The computer model is intended not to make decisions, but rather to serve as an aid to system developers. The system developer plays two roles in using the model. The first role is to develop task data for the supervisor position to be simulated.
The second role is to interpret and use the statistical output of the simulation program within the overall context of what is known I •about the system being developed.
Information about the simulation model is available through Lhe Fort Leavenworth Field Unit of the Army Research , Institute. 
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i. -~-* number of tasks in the queue and considering this number in conjunction with the typical times required to perform the activities in the task library, one can get a reasonably good idea of how well the platoon leader is keeping up with his work and of how far behind he is in terms of time.
For example, the median activity time in the task library for a five-launcher platoon is 20 minutes.
Thus, if a platoon leader has 10 tasks in his queue, he has probably fallen behind in his work by more than a trivial amount.
As was indicated in Table 1 , however, the model can generate precise measures of the average amount of time individual tasks spend waiting in the queue and the average amount of time that it would take the platoon leader to complete all the tasks waiting in his queue.
A system developer might well want to look at these dependent measures.
And he or she might want to break all the measures out by level of task priority--to see, for example, the average number of high priority tasks waiting in the queue across a period of time. The system developer would be free to choose the output variables at which to look and the level of detail on those output variables. 12 Maintains situation maps, overlays, and charts
Performs a ground reconnaissance of route and potential platoon area (Although this appears to he the same task as task 3, task 13 was included in the simulation analyses because the platoon leader will occasionally find a potential platoon area unsuitable for use. Task 13 was used to represent this occasional situation in the simulation analyses.)
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Designates change in status of self-propelled launcher loaders when that status changes while the platoon is located within a particular platoon area
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LIST OF TASKS (Continued) Tasks 1 through 11 are tasks that are ordinarily pIriormvd wh, Lihu platoon has to move to a new platoon area.
These taskw were groupud tog.ether in one activity for purposes of the simulation analyses. LEach time movement to a new position was scheduled in a simulation run, sa:hI of the 11 tasks had to be performed.
The remainder of thu tusku, Lask* 12 through 23, were scheduled independently of one anothur and oi the j( J~movement tasks in the simulation runs. .4
Below are the task libraries that were uned to simulate thm pwiformance of a platoon leader controlling different nuwburs of lauuchltU. A separate task library was used for each platoon ulzL.
At least two lines are used to describe each activity rupro,-soutud "in the task library. Each activity performed by a platoon ludur was given a short descriptive name.
This name appears as thu alphabu.tIc entry on the first line for each activitý.
lour numeric vintriev iulluw the name on the first line. The first numuric entry Indicates thm typical time span in minutes between requirements #.o perform the actIvIly during combat of low intensity, the second numeric eutry indicates thu time span during combat of moderate intensity, and the third nuturi: LIN entry indicates the time span during combat of high intunsity. Thu fourth numeric entry on the first line indicates the priority oi t he 
